
CLASSIC HANDLEBAR DESIGN 
WITH INTEGRATED WATER BOTTLE 

HOLDER

TRAPEZOIDAL SEAT AND 
HANDLEBAR DESIGN

FOR ROCK-SOLID PERFORMANCE

PERIMETER-WEIGHTED 
FLYWHEEL WITH DUAL-PAD 

BRAKE TECHNOLOGY

THE LEGEND, REDESIGNED.
For over a decade, the Schwinn IC Pro™ has set the standard as the cycle studio 
workhorse.  Now, 20 years after Schwinn® built the first production bike for 
indoor cycling, we are proud to introduce the IC Pro20™. The newest addition 
to the Schwinn® line combines the proven, authentic drive train of the IC Pro 
with updated features. All housed in a sleek, modern frame profile, finished off 
in a distinctive satin black finish. Who says function can’t be beautiful?

FEATURES
PRO20INDOOR

CYCLING
™

THE SCHWINN EDUCATION TEAM 
TRAINS 10,000 INSTRUCTORS 

AROUND THE WORLD EACH 
YEAR, PROVIDING A CLASS 

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

FOR MORE INFO: 
SCHWINNEDUCATION.COMcorehealthandfitness.com



BUILD ON GREATNESS
At Core Health & Fitness, when we brought together fitness brands to build our company, we settled for 
nothing but the best. Four iconic brands that pioneered entire categories and whose machines are still the ones 
members ask for by name. Today, we’re committed to continuing the tradition that started decades ago – and 
that’s greatness you can feel good about building your business on.  
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TECHNICAL SPECS

OVERALL WEIGHT MAX USER WEIGHT WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT

130 lbs (59 kg) 350 lbs (159 kg) 22.5˝ (57 cm) 50˝ (127 cm) 44˝ (112 cm)

COLORS: Frame: Satin Black, Shroud: Black, Flywheel: Silver / Black

A PERFECT RIDING PARTNER

PEDAL FEATURES AND OPTIONS

At Schwinn®, we’re committed to designing bikes that deliver both an authentic 

experience to riders and lasting value to gym and studio owners. Our new Cadence 

Pro™ Console works seamlessly with our IC Pro™ bikes to give your riders the best 

results.  With great user-friendly features like heart rate monitoring, summary displays 

and modes for personalizing data - the Cadence Pro™ is a perfect partner. 

The Schwinn IC Pro 20™ indoor bike comes standard with the familiar classic 

flat pedals and cages to accommodate regular athletic shoes. The IC Pro bike 

is compatible with the Schwinn Triple Link™ pedal upgrade. Triple Link Pedals 

accommodate Look Delta and SPD style cleats to simulate an outdoor riding 

experience. They also easily convert to accept traditional athletic shoes with the 

snap-in locking toe clips. 




